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Example of a Compound Semiconductor Surface that Mimics Silicon:
The InP(001)-(2 3 1) Reconstruction
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(Received 26 August 1998; revised manuscript received 2 December 1998)

An InP(001)-s2 3 1d reconstruction was prepared by metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy. Scan
tunneling micrographs and infrared spectra of adsorbed hydrogen revealed that thes2 3 1d is terminated
with a complete layer of buckled phosphorous dimers, giving rise tops2 3 2d and cs4 3 2d domains.
A surface band gap of1.2 6 0.2 eV was measured by scanning tunneling spectroscopy. The buckl
can be explained by electron correlation among the dangling bonds of pairs of phosphorous di
This allows the surface to achieve a lower energy, semiconducting state. This reconstruction m
the Si(100)-s2 3 1d, which is terminated with buckled silicon dimers. [S0031-9007(99)08534-8]

PACS numbers: 61.16.Ch, 78.30.– j, 81.05.Ea, 81.15.Gh
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Semiconductor surfaces, particularly those of silico
(001) and gallium arsenide (001), have been studied
over twenty years ([1,2], and references therein). Bas
on this work, a number of principles have been develop
to explain the reconstructions observed on these surfac
First, the atoms in the top layer form dimers to minimiz
the number of dangling bonds. Then, to achieve a sem
conducting surface of lower energy, electron transfer o
curs between the dangling bonds. On Si(001), a comple
layer of dimers terminates the surface, forming as2 3 1d
reconstruction. This leaves one electron in each dangli
bond. However, the energy is lowered by pairing the ele
trons within each dimer, such that one dangling bond
filled and pushed up, while one dangling bond is empty a
pulled down [3]. This phenomenon gives rise to buckle
dimers that in the scanning tunneling microscope exhib
ps2 3 2d andcs4 3 2d unit cells [4].

On GaAs(001), the surface is terminated with rows o
arsenic or gallium dimers and dimer vacancies. Then,
achieve a semiconducting state, electron transfer occ
from the gallium to the arsenic dangling bonds, such th
the former are empty and the latter are filled [5,6]. I
addition, the As and Ga dimers are arranged within th
unit cell to yield the lowest possible electrostatic energ
[7]. These rules have been successful in explaining t
reconstructions observed on GaAs(001), and on seve
other compound semiconductor surfaces [1,2].

In this Letter, we report on a new reconstruction of in
dium phosphide (001), thes2 3 1d. This structure does
not follow the dimer-missing scheme found on gallium a
senide (001), but instead is analogous to thes2 3 1d re-
construction observed on the silicon (001) surface. O
results show that the InP(001)-s2 3 1d is terminated with a
complete layer of buckled phosphorous dimers, exhibitin
ps2 3 2d andcs4 3 2d domains. The surface is semicon
ducting, indicating that electron correlation occurs amon
the dangling bonds. Below, we present our experimen
findings and give a possible explanation for why this stru
ture is formed.
0031-9007y99y82(9)y1879(4)$15.00
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The indium phosphide films were grown in a meta
organic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE) reactor th
is directly interfaced to an ultrahigh vacuum surfac
analysis system [8,9]. The InP(001) wafers were mis
,0.1± towards the [100] direction and doped with1 3

1018 S atomsycm3. The films were deposited at 550±C,
9.4 3 1024 Torr triisopropylindium (TIPIn), 0.12 Torr
tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP), 20 Torr hydrogen, and
space velocity of30 cmys over the wafer surface (relativ
to 0±C and 760 Torr). After growth, the crystals we
cooled to 300±C in TBP and H2, and to 40±C in H2 only.
After stopping the flow, the vessel was pumped down
2 3 1027 Torr, and the sample transferred to the UH
system.

The long-range order on the InP(001) surface was
sessed with a Princeton Instruments low-energy elec
diffractometer (LEED) at 50 eV. Scanning tunneling m
crographs (STM) were obtained with a Park Scient
AutoProbe VP at 30±C. Infrared spectra of adsorbed h
drogen were collected with a BIO-RAD spectrometer
8 cm21 resolution by multiple internal reflections throug
the crystal. The crystals were cut into trapezoids t
yielded 31 reflections off the front face. Hydrogen w
leaked into the chamber at5 3 1027 Torr and ionized over
a white-hot tungsten filament located 4 cm above the c
tal. The reflectance spectra shown herein are the rati
a spectrum taken after a saturation dosage of hydroge
that taken beforehand.

Immediately after removing the InP(001) crystal fro
the MOVPE reactor, a sharp single-domains2 3 1d
LEED pattern is observed with the23 periodicity along
the f1̄10g direction. This pattern is shown in Fig. 1(a
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy indicates that the
face is covered with about 20 at. % carbon. This carbo
due to adsorbed alkyl groups, which are generated by
decomposition of the organometallic precursors [8–1
These adsorbates have been identified by record
infrared spectra during deuterium titration of the sam
surface [10]. The deuterium displaces the adsorbates f
© 1999 The American Physical Society 1879
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FIG. 1. The s2 3 1d LEED pattern of the InP(001) surface
recorded (a) after removing the sample from the MOVP
reactor, and (b) after annealing in1.0 3 1025 Torr of PH3 for
5 min at 300±C.

the surface, yielding negative vibrational bands that a
characteristic of the C-H stretching and bending modes
the alkyl species.

The alkyl adsorbates desorb from the surface upon he
ing the InP(001) crystal to 300±C for 5 min in ultra-
high vacuum. To ensure that there was no change in
phosphorous coverage, this step was carried out in the p
ence of1.0 3 1025 Torr of phosphine. Electron diffrac-
tion patterns obtained after this step are still single dom
s2 3 1d, except that weak, half-order streaking is observ
in the 31 direction, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This streak
ing is consistent with the surface containing a mixtu
of in-phase and out-of-phaseps2 3 2d andcs4 3 2d do-
mains. An analogous LEED pattern has been reported
thecs4 3 2d reconstruction on Si and Ge(001) [11,12].

Presented in Fig. 2 is a scanning tunneling microgra
of the clean InP(001)-s2 3 1d reconstruction. Inspection
of the image reveals that the surface is terminated w
rows of buckled dimers. If the dimers in adjacent rows a
out of phase, acs4 3 2d honeycomb structure is produce
(this unit cell is highlighted with a white diamond)
Conversely, if the dimers in adjacent rows are in pha
a ps2 3 2d structure results (this unit cell is highlighted
by a white square). Thecs4 3 2d is the ground-state
structure of the reconstructed Si(001) surface [13,1
and can be imaged with a tunneling microscope at lo
temperature [4].

The image shown in Fig. 2 also contains white and bla
patches interspersed over the gray dimer rows. The wh
features are due to small islands ofs2 3 1d termination that
are two layers up from the main terrace, while the bla
patches are vacancies that expose the crystal two layers
low. In larger scale images, one sees more islands, vary
in size from just a few dimers to more than one hundre
On the larger islands, thes2 3 1d dimer reconstruction is
more easily resolved with the STM. It also should be not
that the islands are elongated in thef1̄10g direction, with
the anisotropy being on average about six to one.

In order to resolve the composition of the surface, t
dangling bonds have been titrated with hydrogen ato
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FIG. 2. Scanning tunneling micrograph of the InP(001
s2 3 1d reconstruction (image area 190 3 190 Å2 and
sample bias 23.8 V).

and infrared spectra recorded of the hydride stretchi
vibrations. We have previously used this technique
identify the adsorption sites on GaAs(001) reconstructio
[15,16]. Presented in Fig. 3 are polarized infrared r
flectance spectra of hydrogen adsorbed at the satura
coverage on the InP(001)-s2 3 1d surface. At this cover-
age, the LEED pattern iss1 3 1d. In the figure, a group of
overlapping bands are observed at 2339, 2321, 2300, 22
2225, and2213 cm21, all of which are due to phospho-
rus hydride stretching vibrations. The bands at or abo
2300 cm21 are assigned to dihydrides, while those b
low 2300 cm21 are assigned to monohydrides. These a
signments are consistent with the vibrational properties
gas-phase organophosphine molecules [17,18], with pr

FIG. 3. Polarized infrared reflectance spectra of adsorb
hydrogen on thes2 3 1d surface after dosing with1800L H2
at 30±C.
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studies of phosphine adsorption on Si(001), and with h
drogen adsorption on InP(110) [19,20]. Further inspecti
of Fig. 3 reveals that the P-H vibrational bands are pola
ized in thef1̄10g direction, suggesting that the P-H dipole
moment has a strong component along the dimer bond a
Perusal of the spectrum between 1700 and1200 cm21 re-
veals no additional bands due to indium hydride stretc
ing vibrations [10]. Thus, it may be concluded that th
InP(001)-s2 3 1d surface is terminated with a complete
layer of phosphorous dimers.

Insight into the electronic properties of thes2 3 1d has
been obtained by scanning tunneling spectroscopy. Sho
in Fig. 4 are the current-voltage characteristics of th
structure. TheI-V curve measures a single point on th
surface under conditions where the tunneling gap is held
a sample bias of23.6 V and a tunneling current of 1.0 nA.
A surface band gap of1.2 6 0.2 eV is recorded, indicating
that the surface is semiconducting. The logsId-V plot in
the figure inset accentuates the current variations in or
to reveal the gap more clearly.

The s2 3 1d reconstruction of InP(001) exhibits many
similarities to thes2 3 1d reconstruction of Si(001). Both
of these surfaces are covered with dimers, there are
dimer vacancy rows, and the dimers are buckled. In a
dition, both of these surfaces are semiconducting. Suc
result is surprising for a III /V compound semiconducto
surface, because terminating it with a complete layer
group III or group V dimers should result in partially filled
dangling bonds, and hence, should be metallic. Howev
the observation of a semiconducting surface indicates t
electron correlation occurs among the dangling bonds
create filled and empty orbitals. This is where the ana
ogy to the Si(001)-s2 3 1d surface ends. The electronic
structure of the buckled Si dimer arises from the wea
pi interaction between the dimer dangling bonds. Th
semiconducting state is adequately described by a o
electron theory of the band structure [3]. In the case

FIG. 4. Current-voltage characteristics of thes2 3 1d surface.
The logsId-V plot is shown in the inset.
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InP(001), it appears that electrons correlate in neighbo
ing dangling bonds, which requires one to account for sp
interactions, as in the Mott-Hubbard theory [21]. Elec
tron correlation effects have been recently proposed to e
plain the electronic structure of the SiC(0001)-s

p
3 3

p
3 d

reconstruction [22,23].
A model of the semiconducting InP(001)-s2 3 1d sur-

face is presented in Fig. 5. Two variations are show
(a) out-of-phase correlating dangling bonds yielding
cs4 3 2d unit cell; and (b) in-phase correlating dangling
bonds yielding aps2 3 2d unit cell. Electron correlation
is depicted by pairing electrons from neighboring orbita
across the rows (circle around two dots). Pairing cou
also take place along the rows and still yield the same stru
tures. Thecs4 3 2d andps2 3 2d cells are both seen in
the STM image shown in Fig. 2. We expect that resonan
may occur between the interacting orbitals, such that t
dangling bonds on both dimers appear lower in the imag
This would explain why all the dimers are buckled.

Another reconstruction reported for InP(001) is th
s2 3 4d [24]. In filled-states STM images of this surface
three bright spots, in the shape of an equilateral triang
appear in each unit cell. These triangles stack togeth
forming rows along thef1̄10g direction. MacPhersonet al.
[24] proposed that each group of three spots is due to
phosphorous trimer-adatom structure. On the other han
Schmidt et al. [25] performed total energy calculations
on several different models of thes2 3 4d and concluded
that the lowest energy phase is a single In-P dimer sittin
on top of an indium-terminated layer. The two In-In

FIG. 5. Ball-and-stick models of the InP(001) surface struc
tures: (a)cs4 3 2d and (b)ps2 3 2d. Electron pairs are repre-
sented by two small dots.
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back bonds and the phosphorous lone pair are presum
to be responsible for the three spots seen in the ST
micrographs. Nevertheless, further work is needed to fu
characterize this phase.

The InP(001)-s2 3 1d is unlike any reconstruction ob-
served for GaAs(001). In the latter case, a combinati
of arsenic or gallium dimers and dimer vacancies provid
the conditions necessary to achieve a semiconducting s
[1,2]. The difference between these two materials may
related to the relative strengths of the dimer bonds co
pared to the anion-cation back bonds. The ratio of t
As-AsyGa-As diatomic bond energies is 1.82, whereas t
ratio of the P-PyIn-P diatomic bond energies is 2.47 [26]
Thus, under group V rich conditions, there is a substa
tially greater thermodynamic driving force on InP com
pared to GaAs for completely covering the surface wi
group V dimers. Another factor to consider is the abilit
of the back bonds to “stretch” under the strain induced
dimerization of the top layer. The electric polarizabilitie
of gallium and indium are (8.12 and 9.65)310224 cm3, re-
spectively [26,27], indicating that the orbitals of the latte
atom can more readily stretch to accommodate bond
with a layer of buckled group V dimers.

In summary, a new reconstruction of indium phos
phide (001) has been discovered in which the surface
terminated by buckled phosphorous dimers, giving ri
to ps2 3 2d and cs4 3 2d domains. Scanning tunnel-
ing spectroscopy indicates that the surface is semico
ducting, which can be explained by electron correlatio
between dangling bonds on neighboring dimers. Nev
theless, further studies need to be undertaken to firm
establish the structural model proposed in Fig. 5. Th
includes photoemission measurements to determine
surface band structure and total energy calculations t
include many electron effects. It would also be interes
ing to study temperature-dependent phase transitions
scanning tunneling microscopy and ultraviolet photoem
sion spectroscopy.

Funding for this research was provided by the Offic
of Naval Research (N00014-95-1-0904), and by the N
tional Science Foundation, Chemical and Thermal Sy
tems (CTS-9531785) and Division of Materials Resear
(DMR-9804719).
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